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Welcome from the Research Dean
Welcome to our latest Research Community newsletter – its eleventh 

edition, covering Michaelmas Term 2019. 

This term we welcomed 
several new colleagues to 
our research community. 
Anette Mikes joins us 
as Associate Professor 
of Accounting from 
HEC Lausanne, where 
she was a Professor 
in the Department of 
Accounting, and Jiri 
Knesl is our new Associate 
Professor of Finance, having 
completed his PhD in Finance at 
the University of British Columbia. 

Marya Besharov and Eero Vaara join the 
School as Professors in Organisations 
and Impact. Marya comes to us from the 
Industrial and Labor Relations (ILR) School, 
Cornell University, and Eero from the Aalto 
University School of Business. Jason Bell, 
formally Postdoctoral Research Fellow in 
Marketing, will also join our Faculty this 
year as Associate Professor of Marketing.

Pinar Ozcan, who joins us from Warwick 

Business School as Professor 
of Entrepreneurship and 

Innovation, presented 
her research at a Dean’s 
seminar in Michaelmas 
(page 2).I’d like to take 
this opportunity to extend 
my thanks to all who 
attended and participated 

in inspiring and lively 
discussions at both seminars 

this term. I encourage any 
Faculty member who would like 

to present at a future seminar to get in 
touch with either me or Susannah Cronin to 
register interest. 

Dennis West and Kevin McSweeney join 
us as Researcher and Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow respectively in the Centre for Corporate 
Reputation, and Qizhou Xiong has joined the 
Future of Real Estate Initiative as a Research 
Fellow. Greetje Corporaal, who was awarded 
a BA postdoctoral Fellowship in July, will join 
our research community this year. Finally, 
Paulo Savaget joined the Skoll Centre for 

Social Entrepreneurship as its first Research 
Fellow in Systems Change. 

As ever, we continue to invest in excellent 
research through the Faculty Research 
Fund, which is supporting new initiatives, 
in addition to ongoing projects. You can 
read more about our recent successful FRF 
applicants, alongside a number of John Fell 
OUP Research Fund and ESRC awards, on 
page 4. May I remind you that submissions 
to the FRF are open termly; please do 
contact the Research Office at research.
office@sbs.ox.ac.uk to find out more. 

I hope you enjoy reading through this 
issue of our newsletter and that you are 
inspired by the truly world-class research we 
continue to pursue at Oxford Saïd. 

Wishing you all the best for a prosperous 
new year,

Andrew Stephen, 
Associate Dean of Research &  
L’Oréal Professor of Marketing

Faculty
Jiri Knesl, Associate Professor 
of Finance 

Anette Mikes, Associate 
Professor of Accounting

Pinar Ozcan, Professor 
of Entrepreneurship and 
Innovation 

Eero Vaara, Professor in 
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Marya Besharov, Professor in 
Organisations and Impact 

Jason Bell, Associate 
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Researchers
Kevin McSweeney, 
Postdoctoral Research Fellow 
in the Centre for Corporate 
Reputation

Paulo Savaget, Skoll Centre 
Research Fellow, Systems 
Change 

Dennis West, Researcher in the 
Centre for Corporate Reputation 

Qizhou Xiong, Research 
Fellow in the Future of Real 
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Greetje Corporaal, British 
Academy Postdoctoral Fellow

Honours and Awards 
At the end of Trinity Term, 
Tyson Rallens was selected 
as one of ten doctoral students 
in the 2019-21 cohort of 
Cumberland Lodge 
Scholars.

In October, 
Michael 
Smets 
received 
a 2019 
Recognition 
of Distinction. 
This honour 
confers the title 
of Professor at the 
University of Oxford, providing 
Michael with the new title of 
Professor of Management. 

Andrew Baum was awarded 
the Special Achievement 
Award at the 2019 UK PropTech 

Awards in November. 

Also in November, 
Bent Flyvbjerg 
received the 
2019 PMI 
Research 
Achievement 
Award.

The British 
Academy 

awarded a 
Postdoctoral 

Fellowship to Greetje 
Corporaal. 
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Dean’s Seminars

Opening, constructing, 
imagining and measuring: 
Developing strategy research 
that addresses world-scale 
problems

Most research on strategy 
has failed to rise to the scale 
and scope of the challenges 
that businesses and other 
organisations face today. Tom 
Lawrence, Alex Nicholls, 
Rafael Ramirez and Richard 
Whittington drew on their 
recent books (all OUP) to explore 
the question of how strategy 

research can be used to address 
world-scale problems. 

Richard addressed how more 
open strategies, described in 
Opening Strategy, can help meet 
organisational theory’s most 
direct grand challenge – the 
accountability of today’s giant 
businesses. Tom drew on his 
book Constructing Organizational 
Life to discuss how the 
construction of homelessness as 
a social problem and innovative 
responses are both constructed 
through programmes of 

social-symbolic work, and the 
implications of this perspective. 
Rafael gave an overview of 
the Oxford Scenario Planning 
Approach in his book Strategic 
Reframing, and its application 
to address challenges in 
organisations as diverse as 
Rolls-Royce, the Royal Society 
of Chemistry and the European 
Patent Office. Alex concluded 
with a discussion of his newly 
edited collection of papers, 
Creating Economic Space for 
Social Innovation. This book is 
based on a four-year European 

Union funded research project 
that spanned six countries 
and focused on developing 
novel theoretical and empirical 
approaches to exploring how 
best to address systems of 
marginalisation.

Platformisation of banking: 
Regulation, entrepreneurship 
and BigTech 

Our new Professor of 
Entrepreneurship and 
Innovation, Pinar Ozcan, 
explored what advantages and 
challenges ‘new players’ versus 
incumbents face in creating 
and/or transitioning to a 
platform-based business model 
in a regulated, data-sensitive 
industry, in the context of UK 
retail banking.

With reference to interviews 
and observations conducted 
before and after the 
introduction of the 2018 Open 
Banking regulation, which 
triggered new entry by fintech 
start-ups, Pinar discussed the 
platform formation attempts 
and challenges of established 
and new players in the 
industry. Her findings highlight 
the limitations of platform 
strategies and dynamics in 
highly regulated, data-sensitive 
industries. They also provide 
a nuanced view of platform 
emergence and industry 
transformation with attention 
to organisational context, 
interorganisational conflicts and 
the regulatory environment.

Honours and Awards  
cont’d from front page

Jonathan Trevor’s new book Align: 
a leadership blueprint for aligning 
enterprise purpose, strategy and 
organisation was named as one 
of the Financial Times business 
books of the month in November. 
It has also been entered into the 
Business Book Awards 2020. 

Paulo Savaget was one of 
three finalists for the Financial 
Times and McKinsey’s 2019 
Bracken Bower Prize, for his 
book proposal entitled Hacking 
Social Impact.

Rachel Botsman has been 
listed at thirtieth place in the 
2019 Thinkers50 ranking. She 
is also second in LinkedIn’s 
top voices of 2019.

William Fritz was awarded 
the 2019 DPhil in Management 
best paper award at SBS. 

Magdalena Plesa was 
awarded 1st place at the 
Oxford University Social 
Sciences PhD poster fair.

Principles for 
purposeful 

business
The Future of the Corporation 
programme published its 
second major study, Principles 
for Purposeful Business, 
outlining the changes needed 
to put people and planet at the 
heart of corporate capitalism. 
It sets out a series of 
principles to guide lawmakers 
and business leaders in any 

jurisdiction towards policies 
and practices that can 
profitably solve the problems 
of the people and the planet. 
Colin Mayer, Academic Lead 
on the programme, remarks 
that its message ‘is both 
practical and positive: a rethink 
of capitalism is possible, and 
here’s how it can be done’.

https://global.oup.com/academic/product/opening-strategy-9780198738893?cc=gb&lang=en&
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/constructing-organizational-life-9780198840022?cc=gb&lang=en&
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https://global.oup.com/academic/product/creating-economic-space-for-social-innovation-9780198830511?cc=gb&lang=en&
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7tBZ2RMPU8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7tBZ2RMPU8
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https://www.businessbookawards.co.uk/entries-2020/
https://www.ft.com/content/c7c78a74-f586-11e9-b018-3ef8794b17c6
https://thinkers50.com/t50-ranking/?tab=2019
https://www.gtc.ox.ac.uk/news-and-events/news/green-templeton-student-wins-poster-competition/
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Align: A Leadership Blueprint 
for Aligning Enterprise Purpose, 

Strategy and Organisation
Why do some businesses thrive, while many more struggle and 
fail? A key reason, and the focus of a new book by Jonathan 
Trevor, is strategic alignment. Read an overview on our new 
Oxford Answers Platform, or watch Jonathan discuss the core 
principles with Sara Beck on LinkedIn. 

The urgent  
priority of  

carbon reporting
Richard Barker released the first update to his white paper  
with Robert Eccles on the future of corporate reporting, which 
is designed to be added to as important events occur, and as 
progress is made in establishing standards for nonfinancial 
information. Read his commentary on Oxford Answers. 

Global access 
to quality-

assured medical 
products 

More than 150 researchers, 
advocates and policymakers 
from around the world, 
including Oxford Saïd 
Research Fellow Bernard 
Naughton, have issued 
an urgent call to improve 
access to quality-assured 
medical products. The 
statement outlines four key 
interventions. Read more on 
our news pages. 

Research in the media
An article by Bent Flyvbjerg on 
making a better case for the delivery 
of megaprojects was published 
by Transportation Professional 
magazine. Bent was also quoted in 
in an opinion piece in Infrastructure 
Intelligence on counting the cost of risk 
misunderstandings. 

Marc Szepan was invited to contribute 
an article to FAA Aviation Mx Human 
Factors Quarterly, and wrote on what 
aviation leaders can do to fix safety and 
quality problems. He also gave an expert 
interview on the future of advanced 

manufacturing in Germany and China in 
the November 2019 issue of Unternehmer 
Edition. 

Martin Schmalz’s research was quoted 
by The Wall Street Journal in an article 
debating whether consumers are hurt by 
investors’ holdings of competing firms. 

An article entitled ‘Pillar one: first step 
towards a destination-based tax?’ 
by Michael Devereux, reacting to 
the OECD’s proposals to address tax 
challenges, was published in Tax Journal 
in October.

Rafael Ramirez produced an opinion 
piece for Knowledge@Wharton, which 
addressed how to get corporate strategy 
to engage with climate change. 

Timothy Galpin was interviewed as 
an expert speaker on the state of M&A 
for sellers – published in the Imprima 
Mergermarket newsletter.

Zhibo Qiu wrote an opinion piece on 
‘How do firms prepare for Brexit’ for the 
Global Times, a leading and influential 
media outlet for policy makers and 
business leaders in China.

https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/oxford-answers/align-leadership-blueprint-aligning-enterprise-purpose-strategy-and-organisation
https://www.linkedin.com/m/login/
https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/research/research-overview/responsible-business/future-corporate-reporting
https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/oxford-answers/urgent-priority-carbon-reporting
https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/news/global-access-quality-assured-medical-products-international-researchers-and-policy-makers
http://www.infrastructure-intelligence.com/article/nov-2019/counting-cost-risk-misunderstandings
http://www.infrastructure-intelligence.com/article/nov-2019/counting-cost-risk-misunderstandings
https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/maintenance_hf/fatigue/publications/media/Aviation-Mx-HF-Newsletter-September-2019.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/maintenance_hf/fatigue/publications/media/Aviation-Mx-HF-Newsletter-September-2019.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/maintenance_hf/fatigue/publications/media/Aviation-Mx-HF-Newsletter-September-2019.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/investment-giants-raise-voices-in-debate-over-their-impact-on-competition-11573554601?mod=hp_lista_pos5
https://www.wsj.com/articles/investment-giants-raise-voices-in-debate-over-their-impact-on-competition-11573554601?mod=hp_lista_pos5
https://www.taxjournal.com/articles/pillar-one-first-step-towards-a-destination-based-tax
https://www.taxjournal.com/articles/pillar-one-first-step-towards-a-destination-based-tax
https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/corporate-strategy-engage-climate-change/
https://www.imprima.com/sell-side-success/
https://www.imprima.com/sell-side-success/
https://opinion.huanqiu.com/article/9CaKrnKnxxA
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Research funding and new projects
John Fell Fund
Innovation and taxation
Irem Güçeri has received an 
award to support an ongoing 
project that explores, 
both theoretically 
and empirically, how 
governments can support 
innovative firms while 
protecting their tax base.

Technology shocks,  
risks and asset prices 
Jiri Knesl has received an 
award towards research that aims to 
examine how innovations and the process 
of technology adoption create risk for both 
firms and households. 

Improving psychological contract 
fulfilment among early-career general 
practitioners: the role of the educational 
context 
Mahima Mitra has received an award 
towards ongoing research evaluating and 
aiming to improve the experiences of early-
career GPs.

Faculty Research Fund 
FCA Sandbox lessons 
Nir Vulkan has received funding from 
the FRF to support ongoing research 
addressing the effectiveness of the FCA 
sandbox scheme.

Women transforming leadership research  
The FRF continues to support Sue Dopson 
and the Women Transforming Leadership 
Programme. This latest grant will help to 
fast-track the data coding and analysis 
phase.

One central bank to rule them all?  
Mungo Wilson received funding for a 
dataset in order to complete his paper 
‘One central bank to rule them all’. The 
completed paper has been accepted by the 
Review of Finance.

Horizon-dependent risk 
aversion, preference 
reversals and demand for 
commitment 
Martin Schmalz and 
Jonas Frey have received 
support from the FRF to 
commence a new project 
on risk aversion. Their 
research will address two 
questions: whether people 
reverse risky choices made in 
the past when given the opportunity 
to revisit their choices later; and whether 
people employ commitment mechanisms 
to prevent themselves from changing their 
choices.

IPO order inflation and aftermarket 
behaviour 

Literature on initial public offerings 
(IPOs) of equity assumes 

that investors bid their true 
demand, or at least that 
all orders are uniformly 
inflated, but anecdotal 
evidence suggests this 
is not the case. Howard 
Jones has received funding 

in order to examine this 
assumption; if it is invalid, many 

of the previous findings in the IPO 
literature must be questioned. 

Analysing the sources of police 
motivation and women’s security in 
India 
Akshay Mangla has received funding to 
support ongoing research examining the 
impact of police reforms and capacity-
building initiatives to improve police 
performance and women’s security in India. 

Case studies in the business of media 
and entertainment   
The FRF will support Alex Connock 
to conduct new research into the 
entertainment industry, and to develop 
case studies for the Media, Entertainment 
and the Arts MBA elective.  

Governance and governing  
in crypto currencies  
Michael Smets has received funding to 
convene an international, interdisciplinary 
research forum to tackle new challenges 
of governance and governing posed by 
the rise of crypto currencies. Doing so will 
help develop a proof of concept for the 
emerging research stream on ‘practice-
driven institutionalism’.

ESRC 
The LawTech ecosystem research project 
A cross-departmental team, including Mari 
Sako and Richard Parnham, has been 

awarded £213,000 by the ESRC to 
study the LawTech ‘ecosystem’ 

in the UK and beyond. 
The LawTech ecosystem 
research project will 
complement an existing 
University of Oxford 
research project seeking 
to unlock the potential of 

AI for English law.

The role of entrepreneurship 
support partnerships in new 

venture development 
Heli Helanummi Cole was awarded a 
Grand Union DTP ESRC Postdoctoral 
Fellowship to explore the role of 
entrepreneurship support partnerships in 

new venture development. This builds on 
Heli’s doctoral research, which explored 
how the business environment influences 
the entrepreneurial practices of ventures 
founded by employees laid off by a large 
corporation. The Fellowship includes 
an impact delivery plan to engage with 
policymakers and practitioners as well as 
other academics to offer evidence-based 
groundwork for increased awareness and 
improved skills in this space.

Other projects 
How do financial contracts evolve for 
new ventures? 
Tim Jenkinson and Danying Fu have 
been awarded a Kenan Institute Frontiers 
of Entrepreneurship 2019 Research Grant 
to analyse the evolution of the financial 
contracts used to raise equity capital for 
new ventures. The project will focus on 
how cash-flow and control rights and 
contractual complexity vary over time 
depending on the performance of the new 
venture. 

Engendering policing: Evaluating 
reforms to increase women’s access to 
security  
Akshay Mangla and collaborators at the 
University of Virginia have been awarded a 
grant from the Crime & Violence Initiative 
of the MIT Poverty Action Lab (J-PAL) 
for their research project ‘Engendering 
Policing: Evaluating Reforms to Increase 
Women’s Access to Security and Justice’. 
The grant will cover the cost of conducting 
endline surveys of the police and citizen 
perceptions of safety in India. 

Augmented reality 
William Fritz was awarded a Marketing 
Science Institute research grant for his 
research on augmented reality (AR) with 
Rhonda Hadi and Andrew Stephen. 
The project will seek to examine how 
consumers might systematically respond 
to products and brands views in AR.

Understanding the sustainability 
preferences of private wealth investors  
Amir Amel-Zadeh has commenced 
new research collaboration with ABN 
AMRO Private Bank to understand the 
sustainability preferences of private 
wealth investors. The research aims to 
understand whether private investors 
consider the environmental and social 
impact of the companies they invest in 
when making their investment decisions. 
Specifically, they will examine whether 
negative news and controversies about 
a company’s environmental and social 
impact lead to changes in clients’ 
portfolio holdings.

https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/news/2019-10-29-university-oxford-team-study-lawtech-ecosystem
https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/news/2019-10-29-university-oxford-team-study-lawtech-ecosystem
https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/news/mari-sako-collaborates-oxford-university-ai-and-legal-services-project
https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/news/mari-sako-collaborates-oxford-university-ai-and-legal-services-project
https://kenaninstitute.unc.edu/research/kenan-institute-frontiers-of-entrepreneurship-2019-research-grant-awards/
https://kenaninstitute.unc.edu/research/kenan-institute-frontiers-of-entrepreneurship-2019-research-grant-awards/
https://www.povertyactionlab.org/cvi/projects
https://www.povertyactionlab.org/cvi/projects
https://www.povertyactionlab.org/cvi/projects
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Research centre and  
initiative updates

Oxford University Centre for  
Business Taxation 
The 9th CBT Doctoral Conference was 
held on 10-20 September. Twelve papers 
were presented before an audience of 
doctoral students, and members of the 
CBT and the Law Faculty. The prize for 
the Best Paper was awarded to Adrian 
Lerche of Universitat Pompeu Fabra for 
his paper ‘Investment tax credits and the 
response of firms’.  

The Centre co-hosted a workshop on 
International Tax Justice and Governance 
with the Law Faculty at Worcester College 
on 15 November, and a breakfast meeting 
in London on 11 December to discuss a 
report by CBT researchers on the OECD 
Pillar Two Proposal: Global Anti-Base 
Erosion (GloBE).  

Oxford Future of Marketing Initiative 
Pictured (above) at this year’s FOMI 
symposium (left to right) Greg Stuart 
(MMA), Lex Bradshaw-Zanger, Julie 
Kollman (kantar), Martyn Etherington 
(Teradata)

FOMI hosted its third annual research 
symposium at the close of the academic 
term, welcoming a range of partners and 
collaborators to discuss the challenges 
faced by marketers at the start of a 
new decade. As well as reflecting on 
how much the marketing landscape 
has changed over the past ten years, 
delegates discussed advances in AI 
and machine learning, and the role that 
marketing should play in promoting 
sustainability within business and society.

The Oxford Future of Marketing Initiative 
has joined forces with Twitter to address 
the changing needs of contemporary 
marketers and business leaders. The new 

partnership will enable FOMI to continue 
exploring key questions around the 
effectiveness of social media marketing, 
and to address the power of Twitter as a 
platform for connecting consumers and 
brands. FOMI has also welcomed WPP 
to its growing list of corporate funders, a 
partnership which will allow the initiative 
to dispel industry myths, and to address 
the ‘value of creativity’ in contemporary 
marketing.

Oxford Future of Real Estate Initiative 
The Initiative organised and ran The 
Oxford Housing Sprint, which aimed to 
bring radical realism and energy to bear 
on the UK’s national housing emergency. 
Over an intensive three-day event at The 
Oxford Foundry, a group of 56 leading 
practitioners, academics and disruptors 
addressed the long-term goal of seeing an 
increased number of homes delivered in 
ways that generate community benefits 
and sustainable economic growth.

https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/news/twitter-joins-oxford-future-marketing-initiative
https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/research/centres-and-initiatives/oxford-future-real-estate-initiative/housing-sprint
https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/research/centres-and-initiatives/oxford-future-real-estate-initiative/housing-sprint
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Conferences, Presentations  
& Workshops 

Akshay Mangla presented his paper 
‘Varieties of bureaucracy: the frontline 
state and primary education in rural 
India’ at the 115th American Political 
Science Association’s Annual Meeting 
in Washington, DC, in August, and 
at the Effective States and Inclusive 
Development Conference at the 
University of Manchester in September.

Amir Amel-
Zadeh 
presented his 
paper ‘Machine 
learning-
based financial 
statement 
analysis: 
predicting market 
reactions to 
earnings surprises’ at the 3rd Conference 
on Intelligent Information Retrieval in 
Accounting and Finance in Shenzhen, 
China in December. He also gave 
seminars on his paper ‘Are all insiders 
sales created equal?’ at the Frankfurt 
School of Finance & Management and at 
the LMU in Munich.

Amir also opened and participated in 
a panel discussion on ‘Is sustainable 
finance a realistic objective or an elusive 
dream?’ at the FT Banking Summit 2019 
on 4 December.

Andrew Stephen 
gave a talk on 
‘Humanized 
business growth 
in the face 
of disruption’ 
and Natalia 
Efremova spoke 
on ‘AI for social 
good: making a measurable impact 
globally’ at this year’s Teradata Universe 
event. 

Andrew 
Stephen, 
Felipe Thomaz 
and Natalia 
Efremova 
attended the 
WPP Stream 
open-format 
conference in 
Athens and participated in discussions 
about the meaning of creativity and 
whether AI can be creative.  

Danying Fu presented her new paper 
‘How do financial contracts evolve for 
new ventures?’ at the 2020 American 
Finance Association PhD Student Poster 
Session in San Diego, California in early 
January. Tatjana Schulze presented her 
paper ‘The zero lower bound and financial 
stability: a role for central banks’ at the 
same session.

Visiting doctoral student David 
Lehmann presented at the G-Forum 
2019 conference in Vienna in September, 
and at the RENT (Research in 
Entrepreneurship and Small Business) 
conference in Berlin in November. 

Dennis West participated in three 
workshops with the Value Balancing 
Alliance in Frankfurt in October. Dennis 
also presented in Geneva at the United 
Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development Intergovernmental Working 
Group on International Standards of 
Accounting and Reporting, outlining his 
work at the CCR and wider research 
initiatives at Oxford. 

Eddy Tam presented ‘Behavioural 
response to time notches in transaction 
tax: evidence from stamp duty in 
Hong Kong and Singapore’, to the Tax 
Framework Division of the Australian 
Treasury in Canberra in July.

Eva Schlindwein gave a talk on 
‘Organizational reputation: current 
insights and debates’ at the Technische 
Universität Dresden in September.

Fabian 
Braesemann 
gave an opening 
keynote entitled 
‘PropTech 2020: 
a data-driven 
analysis on 
technological 
trends’ at 
PropTech Vienna in November. 

Felipe Thomaz 
participated in a 
panel discussion 
on ‘How AI will 
change Marketing 
forever’ at this 
year’s Teradata 
Universe event. 

Joel Shapiro 
presented his 
working paper 
‘Learning in bank 
runs’ at Durham 
University in 
October. 

Martin Simmler 
and Irem Güçeri 
presented their paper ‘Supporting 
firm innovation and R&D: What is the 
optimal policy mix?’ at the EconPol 
Europe Annual Conference in Brussels 
in November. Irem also presented at the 
FTI Consulting’s annual client event, and 
on ‘Investment responses to tax policy 
under uncertainty’ at the 112th Annual 
Conference on Taxation of the National 
Tax Association in Tampa, Florida. 

Also present at the NTA conference 
in Florida in November were Michael 
Devereux and John Vella, who took part 
in a panel discussion on ‘Taxing profit in 
a global economy’. They also presented 
a paper on ‘Residual profit allocation by 
income’ at the 75th Annual Congress 
of the International Institute of Public 
Finance in Glasgow in late August.

Matthew 
Amengual was 
invited to present 
his new working 
paper, ‘Can 
sourcing help 
enforce global 
labor standards? 
Evidence from the 
Gap Inc supply chain’, at the World Trade 
Institute (University of Bern) and the 
International Labour Organization.

Paulo Savaget was one of three invited 
speakers at the Roundtable on Artificial 
Intelligence and the Future of Democracy 
at the Council of Europe, Strasbourg in 
September. He spoke on ‘The prospects 
of artificial intelligence for political 
participation and accountability’. In 
October, Paulo was also invited to speak 
on ‘Sustainability 
hacking’ for the 
Trivago Academy 
in Düsseldorf. 

Pinar Ozcan 
was the keynote 
speaker at 
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the Reshaping Work Conference in 
Amsterdam in October. She also spoke 
at the Open banking: Business beyond 
regulation event in London in mid-
November. 

Qizhou Xiong 
presented his 
paper ‘Housing 
yield’ at the 
University of Graz 
on 3 December 
and ‘Lenders’ 
belief of housing 
markets’ at the 
ASSA 2020 Annual Meeting in San Diego 
in early January.

Rafael Ramirez 
spoke on ‘A new 
era for strategy 
and strategy 
making’ at the 
11th Global Peter 
Drucker Forum in 
November. Rafael 

also gave the opening lecture at a session 
on an introduction to scenario planning 
at the Global Megatrends and Aviation 
Forum: Co-creating Visions for the Future 
of the Industry in November at the Royal 
Aeronautical Society. 

In September, 
Renée Adams 
gave a keynote 
at the United 
Nations Principles 
of Responsible 
Investment 
Conference, 
and a keynote 
at the Science of Diversity and Inclusion 
Conference at the University of Chicago in 
October. 

Renée was also invited to give the Félix 
Neubergh Lecture at the University of 
Gothenburg on 30 October. 

Rhonda Hadi presented ‘A tactile toolbox: 
documenting consumer responses to 

haptic feedback 
in advertising’ 
at the Society 
for Consumer 
Psychology 
Conference in 
June. 

Rohini Jalan 
co-organised and 
presented at a symposium on ‘Producing 
Technological Futures: On Automation, 
Ethics and Inequality’ at the 2019 Academy of 
Management Annual Meeting in Boston in 
August. 

Marc Szepan was invited to give a 
lecture as part of The one-day MBA 2019 
run by The Guardian Masterclasses, in 
London, October. 

William Fritz was awarded a 2019 
Association for Consumer Research Doctoral 
Stipend to attend and present his research 
at the 2019 Association for Consumer 
Research Conference in Atlanta in October. 
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Publications and working papers
These are the publications and working papers that have been accepted or 
published since the last newsletter. You can find all the latest publications and 

working papers on the Oxford University Research Archive: https://ora.ox.ac.uk/ 

Is your accepted publication or working 
paper missing? Don’t forget to Act on 
Acceptance, otherwise your publication 
might not be counted towards the next 
REF. Deposit your accepted manuscript on 
Symplectic or tell your area administrator.

If you have a working paper you would like 
to add to the Saïd Business School Working 
Paper series on SSRN, please email 
libraryssrn@sbs.ox.ac.uk. 

Accepted publications
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Investment and Finance (Forthcoming). 

Eccles, R.G., Lee, L-E. and Stroehle, 
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& Environment (Forthcoming).

Appel, G., Grewal, L., Hadi, R. and 
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media in marketing. Journal of the 
Academy of Marketing Science.  

Park, J. and Hadi, R., 2019. Shivering for 
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Psychology (Forthcoming). 
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Psychology and Organizational Behavior 
(Forthcoming). 
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Forecasting and Social Change. 

Mukherjee, M., Ramirez, R. and 
Cuthbertson, R., 2019. Strategic reframing 
as a multi-level process enabled with 
scenario research. Long Range Planning. 

Thomaz, F., Salge, C., Karahanna, E. and 
Hulland, J., 2019. Learning from the Dark 
Web: leveraging conversational agents in the 
era of hyper-privacy to enhance marketing. 
Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science.  

Ventresca, M., Obstfeld, D. and Fisher, 
G., 2019. An assembly perspective of 
entrepreneurial projects: social networks in 
action. Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal. 

Brusa, F., Savor, P., and Wilson, M., 2019. 
One central bank to rule them all. Oxford 
University Press.

Books and book chapters
Amel-Zadeh, A. and Meeks, G., 2020. 
Accounting for M&A: uses and abuses of 
accounting in monitoring and promoting 
merger. Routledge.

Krekel C., Ward G. and De Neve, J.E., 2019. 
What makes for a good job? Evidence using 
subjective wellbeing data. In: Rojas, M. (ed.) 
The Economics of Happiness. Springer.

Lawrence, T.B. and Phillips, N., 2019. 
Constructing organizational life. Oxford 
University Press.

Vough, H.Cight, Caza, B.B. and Maitlis, S., 
2020. Making sense of myself: exploring 
the relationship between identity and 
sensemaking. In: A.D. Brown (ed.) The Oxford 
handbook of identities in organizations. 
Oxford University Press. (Forthcoming)

Nicholls, A. and Ziegler, R., (eds), 2019. 
Creating Economic Space for Social 
Innovation. Oxford University Press. 

Sako, M. and Zylberberg, E., 2018.  Firm-
level strategy and global value chains. In: 
Ponte, S., Gereffi, G. and Raj-Reichert, 
G. (eds), 2019. Handbook on global value 
chains. Edward Elgar. 

Trevor, J., 2019. Align: a leadership 
blueprint for aligning enterprise purpose, 
strategy and organisation. Bloomsbury.

Working papers
Amengual, M. and Distelhorst, G., 2019. 
Can sourcing help enforce global labor 
standards? Evidence from the Gap Inc 
supply chain. 

Bellet, C., De Neve, J.E. and Ward, G., 
2019. Does employee happiness have an 
impact on productivity? Saïd Business 
School WP 2019-13. 

Tsomocos, D.P. and Wang, X., 2019. 
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